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Art Industry
Contexts

 

Across the Australian Art Industry there are many different kinds of galleries, each of which has a role to play in 
supporting and promoting artists, furthering the industry and increasing public interest in and understanding of the arts 
and our cultural life. 
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Types of Galleries

• Public Galleries & Museums: Owned by the 
public/government for the benefit of the general 
public

• Commercial Galleries: Privately owned 
businesses that aim to sell art for profit

• Artist-run-initiatives: Managed by artists to 
support artists

• Alternative Spaces (eg. Cafes, libraries that show 
art): Usually run by the owner of the space for a 
variety of purposes

• University Galleries: Managed by a university to 
benefit students, the wider academic 
community and the public

 

Public Galleries are run by or on behalf of the public. They are professionally run, legally constituted organisations, 
funded mostly by government (that is us the tax-payer). They are not-for profit organisations which means that any profit 
they make must go back into their own running costs. Because they are paid for by the taxpayer, they must broadly 
benefit the general public. These benefits might include protecting precious items of historic and/or cultural value, 
providing education and increasing our understanding or critical thinking ability, or providing social activities and 
entertainment.  They usually show artwork by artists that have broad cultural and perhaps historic significance. 
 
Commercial or Private Galleries are privately owned businesses that sell art for profit.  They can be physical spaces or 
online. They usually show artists that are fairly established and have commercial appeal (that is, their work sells).  They 
might sell work to collectors, investors, or the general public who might want to decorate their home.  Because of this, 
the artwork they show tends to be attractive rather than experimental or controversial. 
 
An Artist Run Initiative is a space run by a group or committee of artists to support artists. These groups usually find it 
necessary to become legally constituted as not-for-profit organisations, committees or co-operatives so that they can do 
things like rent a space or apply for funding. ARI’s often make most of their money from charging fees to the artists who 
rent space to work and/or exhibit there, and this money goes back into running costs. ARI’s tend to show and sell work by 
emerging artists. They also may give artists a space to work and provide a supportive community.  
 
Alternative Spaces can be anywhere that has an appropriate space with public access and someone to manage it.  A café 
owner, for example, might offer the walls of their business to artists to exhibit, to brighten up their café and bring people 
in. 
 
LAI is a University Gallery. University galleries began as “teaching museums or galleries” run by universities for the 
purpose of providing students with places to experience objects and artefacts first-hand, rather than studying them in 
textbooks or online. They held collections and exhibitions in order to push conversations in art-history courses, and 
across disciplines and departments.  While this is still true, they now play a unique and important role in supporting 
innovation and pushing the boundaries of contemporary art through promoting experimentation and research because 
they are not as bound by the imperatives of making a profit or achieving broad public appeal.  
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The Role of LAI

La Trobe Art Institute (LAI) is a University Art Museum

• Ideas/Research Driven
• International/interstate/local artists
• Often experimental

• Encourages new ideas & audiences

 

La Trobe Art Institute supports new ideas, contemporary art and artists from across Australia and overseas. 
 
Our exhibition program reflects our research into current artists, their ideas and practices, as well as current issues and 
La Trobe University’s Research Focus Areas, (Building healthy communities, Securing food, water and the environment; 
Sport, exercise and rehabilitation; Transforming human societies and Understanding diseases.) We interact with 
academics from across the University and create ways to collaborate, share ideas and explore how working cross-
discipline can lead to new innovations. 
 
La Trobe Art Institute also maintains a major public art collection comprising over 2,000 post war and contemporary 
Australian artworks, for the cultural enrichment, education and research enterprise of the University's student body, staff 
and the wider community. 
 
We also offer public and education programs that foster cross-disciplinary and creative thinking, encourage new 
audiences for contemporary art and engage schools and the wider community in our exhibitions and other activities. 
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La Trobe Art 
Institute’s 3 

Main 
Programs are:

• Exhibitions
• Collections
• Public Programs and Education
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LAI Exhibitions 

2019 Castlemaine Festival
Visual Arts Program

Artist: James Tyler presented at 
Castlemaine Art Gallery

Artists: Damien Shen & Robert Hague 
presented in the Market Building

 

La Trobe Art Institute (LAI) presents exhibitions and projects that explore arts practice and engage with contemporary 
cultural ideas and discussion. To this end, the Institute engages with art, artists and ideas across three levels: 
international, national and local.  
 
The exhibition program is driven by the research of the curatorial staff, who select work that is excellent in its execution 
and conceptual rigour. LAI also strives for equity and diversity in its selection through including gender representation, 
variety of media, and experience among artists.  Exhibitions are not by application. However, the LAI welcomes 
submissions from artists who believe the LAI venues may be appropriate sites for the exhibition of their work.  LAI also 
creates opportunities to exhibit and otherwise convey to the public various aspects of La Trobe’s Public Art Collections.  
 
An example of LAI’s approach is our involvement with the 2019 Castlemaine State Festival.  The team curated a huge 
visual art program which included local and international artists, exhibiting in a wide variety of venues, such as the 
Castlemaine Botanical Gardens, the Old Hospital, Lot 19 and the Market Building.  The use of non-traditional spaces 
required the curatorial team to experiment with ways of displaying the work while the public programs team explored 
different ways to attract new audiences and engage the public in conversations about the work and ideas presented. 
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LAI Exhibitions

Unbranded  
co-curated by Travis Curtin & Glenn Isegar-Pilkington
Featuring Damien Shen, Dean Cross, Gunybi Ganambarr
Illiam Nargoodah, James Tylor, John Prince Siddon
Ngarralja Tommy May, Noŋgirrŋa Marawili , Nyurpaya Kaika
Burton, Patrina Munuŋgurr, Sharyn  Egan, Sonia Kurarra and
Wukun Wanambi

Image: L-R: Sharyn Egan; Dean Cross; Sonia Kurarra

Autoluminescent
curated by Travis Curtin
Featuring Brendan Van Hek, Rebecca Baumann & Ross 
Manning 

Image: Brendan Van Hek

 

Here are two more examples of our contemporary art exhibitions from 2019. 
 
Both are themed group shows resulting from research by LAI curator Travis Curtin. 
  
Co-curated with Glenn Isegar Pilkington, unbranded presented work by 13 Indigenous contemporary artists whose 
practices challenge common perceptions of Indigenous art as almost a ‘brand’ or ‘aesthetic’. Their work unpicks 
preconceptions of what Indigenous creative practice is or, should be, rejecting simple classifications like ‘traditional/non-
traditional’, or ‘urban/remote’ practices and other often arbitrary categorisations. unbranded questioned these ways of 
representing and interpreting contemporary Indigenous art, while affirming the diversity of contemporary Indigenous 
experience, both live and inherited.  
 
Autoluminescent presented artwork by three Australian contemporary artists; Brendan Van Hek, Rebecca Baumann and 
Ross Manning, who work across a variety of media.  Autoluminescence refers to ‘the luminescence of a substance due to 
energy originating within itself’ and as such, the exhibition presented a range of luminescent works that generate light or 
draw on available ambient light, transforming it through processes of reflection, refraction and absorption, harnessing 
the power of light to produce ephemeral sensory works of art to be experienced in-place.   
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LAI Collections

La Trobe University has a significant public art 
collection comprising thousands of artworks, 
artefacts and antiquities.  These are kept for 
their historical and cultural value, research 
and for public display and as teaching tools.  

Image: Yvonne Boag, “Gin Garden”.

 

La Trobe University has a significant public art collection comprising thousands of artworks, artefacts and antiquities.  
These are kept for their historical and cultural value, research and for public display and as teaching tools.   
  
The Ethnographic Collection comprises over three hundred objects including stone tools and carvings, Aboriginal barks, 
war shields and ceremonial dress, masks and headwear, gifts from donors of artefacts and paintings collected from 
Papua New Guinea and Australia, plus items collected on field trips by academics.  
  
The La Trobe University Art Collection began in 1966 by the University’s Master Architect, Dr Roy Simpson, AO, who 
incorporated the display of artworks into his overall vision for La Trobe. The Collection is considered a major public art 
collection, comprising over 2,000 postwar and contemporary Australian artworks, covering most media and periods of 
Australian art.  
 
The FM Courtis Collection was established by Fred Courtis, former Head of Art Education at the Bendigo Teachers' 
College in 1958. Intended as a teaching resource, the collection includes over 350 Australian works of art including pieces 
by Sir Arthur Streeton, Tom Roberts, Sir William Dargie, and Leonard French.  
 
The Trendall Collection of Antiquities was collected by Professor AD Trendall, one of the greatest historians of Greek art 
of the twentieth century. Along with fine examples of complete vessels, fragments and objects, the collection includes 
Trendall’s vast archive of over 40,000 photographs of South Italian red-figure vases and his library of books and journals 
on Classical civilisation.  
  
The Larundel Collection features over 1400 artworks by patients of the Larundel Psychiatric Hospital from 1987-1997.  
The Hospital was located in the parklands that became part of La Trobe’s Bundoora Campus.  It’s Art Access Studio was 
unique because it employed artists to deliver programs rather than clinicians or therapists, and the works were created 
as individual artistic expression, not tools for therapeutic and/or diagnostic methodologies.  
   
Dr Geoff Raby’s Collection of Chinese Art was acquired over the course of three decades, from his first posting in Beijing 
as First Secretary, Head of the Economics Division at the Australian Embassy in 1986 to his term as Australian 
Ambassador to 2011 and beyond. The collection represents contemporary art practice in China since the end of the 
Cultural Revolution in 1976, and features many noted artists across 174 works.   
  
The Stewart E. Fraser Poster Collection is one of the largest of its kind. It contains close to 1,000 posters, predominately 
from China, as well as examples from Russia and Vietnam, reflecting his interest in public health issues. 
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LAI Public Programs 
& Education

La Trobe Art Institute’s Public 
and Education programs 
engage the general public and 
schools in it’s exhibitions 
through floor talks by artists 
and curators, exhibition 
launches, symposiums, 
conferences and other special 
events throughout the year. 

 

La Trobe Art Institute’s Public and education programs engage the general public in it’s exhibitions through offering floor 
talks by artists and LAI curators, exhibition launches, symposiums, conferences and other special events throughout the 
year.  
 
The Education program engages with students and teachers from primary to tertiary level by offering artist and curator 
talks, school holiday and other activities, and linking with La Trobe’s Academics to provide tertiary subjects, workshops 
and symposia. 
 
LAI education programs are designed to link with the Australian Curriculum Foundation to 10 and the Victorian 
Certificate of Education in a variety of disciplines.  
 
The Institute supports educators to embed creative and critical thinking strategies across the curriculum, embracing 
transdisciplinary approaches and assisting teachers to find inspiration from creative arts practice in their pedagogical 
approach. LAI values this connection to teachers and students of all ages and disciplines and sees all learners as potential 
La Trobe University students. 
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LAI Public Programs 
& Education

La Trobe Art Institute (LAI) offers a 
unique and stimulating experience 
for students from primary through to 
tertiary level. We offer innovative 
programming that engages with art 
and ideas.

 

La Trobe Art Institute (LAI) offers a unique and stimulating experience for students from primary through to tertiary level. 
We offer innovative research-led programming that engages with art and ideas.  
All LAI programs are led by arts practice and cultural discourse, rather than curatorial proscription. Our programming 
celebrates the intrinsic value of art and artefacts, whilst also understanding that art has the capacity to speak to all 
disciplines.  By leading collaborations with our academic peers, we encourage visual learners from a broad field of 
interests to discover new approaches to a variety of disciplines. 
Our education programs are designed to link with subjects across the Australian Curriculum, Foundation to 10 and the 
Victorian Certificate of Education, though they are not bound by the curriculum. The Institute supports educators to 
embed creative and critical thinking strategies across the curriculum, embracing transdisciplinary approaches and 
assisting teachers to find inspiration from creative arts practice in their pedagogical approach. 
The LAI team values its connection with teachers and students of all ages and disciplines. We encourage repeat visitation 
in order to foster an ongoing interest in the arts that is integral to growing creative communities. 
Driven out of our Bendigo Gallery, LAI’s education program has strong uptake from regional schools in Central and 
Northern Victoria. We also work with the University College Outreach teams and the Schools Partnership Program on all 
Campuses to design programs for schools in these communities.  
The LAI Education Program model is an integral part of the LAI exhibition program. Like most public galleries, the LAI 
accepts bookings from schools (Primary to Tertiary) for exhibition viewings. The LAI difference is in our cross-disciplinary 
and experimental responsiveness to contemporary art. Prior to the appointment of dedicated public and educative staff 
school visits were much like programs at other large cultural institutions; homogenous and teacher-led. The LAI is now 
able to deliver programs with substantially high levels of engagement and adaptive to the needs of each group. By 
consulting closely with curators and artists we design programs that adopt the character of the artwork and the artist’s 
methodologies. Our art-led approach is enhanced by embedding La Trobe-led discussions or activities in every school 
visit. 
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Roles Within the
Gallery

Management & Administration: 
- Director
- Administrator
Curatorial Team:
- Senior Curator
- Curator
- Technician
Collections Curator
Public Programs Team:
- Coordinator, Public Programs
- Education Officer

 

The La Trobe Art Institute currently has 6 full-time and 2 part-time staff, plus a number of casual staff that assist with 
events and weekend or after hours activities. 
 
The Director provides vision and leadership for the organisation in accordance with the University Strategic Plan, and 
University Senior Leadership. They oversee all LAI activities, supervise staff and the budget. They are also responsible for 
cultivating relationships with donors and organisations to support LAI’s development. 
 
The Administrator manages the day-today running of the organisation, including booking and coordinating events, 
supporting management of the collections, maintenance of the facility, “Front of House” duties and other activities. 
 
The Curators research, conceptualise, plan, manage and present exhibitions. They conduct extensive research by visiting 
artists and exhibitions, exploring libraries and online, to identify new ways to interpret artworks or develop interesting 
connections between art, ideas, history and culture. Exhibitions must be designed to fit the architecture of the gallery 
and connect with and challenge our audiences. Artworks for exhibitions are sourced directly from artists or public and 
private collections. Our curators also help manage La Trobe’s collections, write interpretive texts for exhibitions, such as 
labels, wall texts and essays and deliver floor talks and occasional lectures. They also work with the Public Programs staff 
to promote and communicate the exhibitions through networking, producing materials and advertising.  
 
The Technician assists the curators with the installation and de-installation of exhibitions, preparation of the spaces –
cleaning, painting etc., handling of artworks, creating solutions for displaying artwork, such as building customised gallery 
furniture or lighting.  Our technician also assists with Gallery events and Front of House duties.  
 
The Collections Curator (part-time) is working on a number of projects involving La Trobe’s collections, including 
managing storage, conservation and handling of the collection, coordinating records and documentation, administering 
new acquisitions and loans and liaising with the curatorial team to display the collection. 
 
The Coordinator, Public Programs conceives of, organises and delivers programs aimed at engaging the general public, 
the University community and Schools in our exhibitions, collections and other activities. Duties include developing 
exhibition tours, artist talks, guest lectures, forums and other events 
 
The Education Officer (part-time) works with the Coordinator, Public Programs to engage students and teachers from 
Primary to Tertiary level in our exhibitions and programs.  Duties include developing materials and presentations that 
help students access, interpret and learn from our exhibitions and collections, coordinating school bookings, speakers, 
and other activities. 
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Preparation, Presentation, 
Conservation & Promotion

A Case Study: Interwoven 24 September –14 October 2019

 

Interwoven was an exhibition held at La Trobe Art Institute in September-October 2019.  Here we will use it as a case 
study to look at some ways we go about preparation, presentation, conservation and promotion for an exhibition at LAI. 
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Preparation

• Research and observation
• Approach to artists
• Negotiation over artwork 

choice
• Discussion with artist(s) about 

presentation

Artwork by Regina Pilawuk Wilson, courtesy 
of Durrmu Arts,.

“Sun Mat” 2008, Acrylic on Canvas, 200 x 
200cm, Private Collection

 

Preparation for Interwoven began with the idea which was to explore the practise of weaving as an artform and a 
metaphor for bringing together people from different backgrounds. As are many aspects of life, weaving is also a 
combination of structure and flexibility; the strong, straight WARP threads form the structure of a weaving, while the 
flexible and variable WEFT threads create the pattern. 
 
The Curators undertook extensive research into possible artists to express these concepts, while the Public Programs 
Coordinator considered ways to bring these ideas to life and how to engage people from different backgrounds, through 
creating a variety of experiences.  
 
Artists were selected to represent both traditional and contemporary practice from a range of cultural backgrounds. 
Once the artists were identified and contacted, discussions took place between the artists, and/or their representatives 
or the owners of their work to arrange which work would be exhibited and how this was to be carried out. 
 
The artists selected were Aunty Marilyne Nicholls, Dja Dja Warrung Elder and generational weaver who offered her 
mother’s traditional coil baskets for the exhibition, Regina Pilawuk Wilson from Peppimenarti, NT, known for her 
combination of traditional with contemporary weaving and painting, members of Emerge Hub, from Multicultural Arts 
Victoria who included locally based weavers from the Karen and South Sudanese communities, and Ilka White, whose 
practise incorporates her study of traditional weaving practices from all over Australia and Asia and an interest in natural 
dyeing/materials. 
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Presentation

A Marriage of
• ART
• ARCHITECTURE
• AUDIENCE

• For Interwoven, Workshop and 
Gallery Space and public activities 
were integral
• Atmosphere –Welcoming, 
encouraging participation

Image: Artwork by Regina Pilawuk
Wilson, courtesy of Durrmu Arts, 
Peppimenarti, NT.

 

With artists and artworks selected, the curators designed how the work would be arranged within the various gallery 
spaces. Gallery 1, the larger space was set up as a workshop space with chairs and tables, floor mats and cushions and 
materials to share.   
 
Aunty Maryline shared a Dreamtime story about the Ringtail Possum which told how the landscape surrounding the 
gallery was created. The story was written on one wall with vinyl lettering and Aunty Maryline covered another wall with 
a mural of a tree where the possum was to sit.  She created an interactive activity that visitors could help create the 
possum, which was intended to be placed in the tree once completed. 
 
Each exhibiting artist was invited to spend time in the workshop, showing visitors aspects of their practise.  Ilka White 
leant her small looms which many people enjoyed trying out, and Gallery staff set out interactive practical weaving 
activities for visitors and sat alongside visitors encouraging them to participate in the various activities. 
 
Artwork by the four lead artists was exhibited in Gallery 2.  
 
The space was designed to be informal and inviting to encourage people, especially those not used to gallery settings to 
sit and chat, learn and ‘have a go’ at weaving.  
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Presentation

• Celebration of individual works
• Breath between works
• Relationship among works
• Relationship of artwork to space
• Cultural and other 

considerations

Image: Baskets by Letty Nicholls,Vic
Collection of Marilyn Nicholls. 
Fishnets by Regina Pilawuk Wilson, 
courtesy of Durrmu Arts, 
Peppimenarti, NT.

 

Artworks were exhibited in Gallery 2, along with a large floor loom belonging to Ilka White, showing a weaving in 
progress.   
 
The curators and technician created ways to celebrate the individual works, while leaving space between them, and 
considering how each related to the other.  
 
Practical aspects such as lighting, and placement of the objects to minimise damage by people touching or brushing past 
the work were also important. The space was painted white to give light and space to the work. 
 
Regina’s “Sun Mat” painting had to be unstretched and re-stretched for transportation and it was hung so at standard 
eye level, (central point at 165cm).  
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Conservation

• Custodianship
• Borrow/lending vs 

Collection

• Preventative Conservation

 

The Contemporary artworks that LAI usually exhibits, do not usually require special conservation, which is more relevant 
to older pieces, however they must be handled correctly, which we call preventative conservation. 
 
Pieces such as “Sun Mat” by Regina Pilawuk Wilson required the curators to create a written loan agreement with the 
owner, in this case a private collector, that set out the condition of the work prior to it being loaned to LAI, when and 
how it was delivered, and any other conditions of the loan. 
 
The work was insured, and professionally transported and handled by the LAI curatorial team. 
 
LAI does not have specific air conditioning control, which does limit some of the pieces we can show. For example, we 
explored the possibility of including the Dja Dja Warrung basket from the Bendigo Art Gallery in the exhibition, but found 
it was not possible without adequate air-conditioning/temperature control as this could harm the delicate grasses it is 
made from.  
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Promotion

• Launch

• Schools & Public Programs

• Advertising

• Direct mail/newsletter (EDM)

• Social Media

• Gallery Materials

• Media/Publication

• Networking

 

As it does for all exhibitions, La Trobe Art Institute used a range of media and marketing tools to promote Interwoven 
such as a launch which included a Welcome to Country by Aunty Maryline Nicholls and dancers, representing the Dja Dja 
Warrung people, local Traditional Owners. 
 
However, it is an interesting example of how the design of an exhibition, including selection of the artists and the public 
programming can greatly influence visitor numbers and participation.  
 
From the beginning Interwoven was conceived of by the senior curator and public programs coordinator together as an 
interactive exhibition aimed at attracting audiences from different age-groups and cultural backgrounds.  
 
The exhibition featured two artists from Indigenous backgrounds, a group of artists from Multicultural Arts Victoria, plus 
a well-known and connected local artist, each of whom had their own networks that were encouraged to come along and 
participate in the exhibition.   
 
The Public Programs and Education staff invited a number of relevant community groups to also participate in various 
ways including using the gallery as their meeting space, who also helped to spread the word to their networks. 
 
The involvement of a wide range of artists and other participants plus the participatory nature of the exhibition resulted 
in record numbers of school students and other visitors.  Not only did more people come, but they also stayed longer to 
engage with the artists, gallery staff and activities. 
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So that is us! 
 
We represent the ‘new shoots’ of our art industry eco-system. 
 
 
 

 


